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ABSTRACT 

THE LONG-RANGE FUTURE OF THE NAVY 

rhl!' StU<ir 1S an “,'alysls oi errent trends undertaken 

purpose oi: identifying those environmental factors 

w»ich might i„paot on the ^ ln the 1972.1905 ti|ne frM|^ 

The five environments considered are, international, socio¬ 

logical, corporate, technological, and military. The report 

18 * Of "The long Range future of the Navy- 

Study which began i„ the 1970-1571 academic year. Volume 1 

contains essays on each of the environments mentioned above, 

*’ “ “nClUSionS' “Plications for national security 

iMd f0t £““h°r Volume 1 consists of key points 

tentative amplications for the o.s. „avy, and an epilog, .11 

of Which are oriented to future researchers at the u.s. »aval 

War COll',9a Md tollow-on phases of this study. 

Multipolarity is characterized as the most likely inter- 

national e„viro™,e„t to evolve during the forecast period. 

Significant changes in the post-Worid War II alliance system 

and a decline in the relative importance of military power 

ere predicted. Prom a demographic analysis of the United 

states, the availability of the traditional teen-age recruit 

Armed Forces is seen to be decreasing, with persons 

25-44 years of age being numerically dominant during the 

forecast period. A discussion of value trends and personal 

and social character!stinc: -¡o 
aeren.tics is also presented. The study 
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suggests that the ü.S. position of leadership in technology 

is becoming less dominant, and problems relating to tech¬ 

nology in the 1972-1985 time frame will be those of adoption 

rather than invention. The long-range planning structures 

of selected firms were evaluated in an attempt to identify 

successful methods of achieving goals and responding to 

change. A list of 58 crisis scenarios is examined to deter¬ 

mine the impact of multipolarity on the employment of naval 

forces. 



FOREWORD 

Ihii. atucly forms Phase II of a continuing effort to 

identify future world trends and their implications for 

the u.s. Navy. Phase I, completed in 1971, described major 

world futures without delimitation. This portion. Phase II, 

attempts to isolate largely American trend lines, based upon 

the literature as a form of delimitation and definition. 

Phase II was undertaken by a selected group of students at 

the Naval War College at the direction of the Chief of Naval 

Operations . 

Ihc purpose of Phase II of The Long Range-Future of the 

Study is to determine not only what principal trends 

are generally known and recognized as leading to the future, 

but also to identify what avenues of inquiry need further 

study and, specifically, what future research is required 

to clarify areas of doubt and areas of promise leading to a 

series of specific naval recommendations which might be 

eventually presented to the Chief of Naval Operations for 

his information and consideration. This further delimitation 

in futures would be the goal of a Phase III study. 

R. F. Delaney 
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INTRODUCTION 

§ ■ I 
I 

Purpose. The purpose of this study.is to identify those 

environmental factors which might impact on the Long-Range 

Future of the Navy. The year 1985 was arbitrarily selected 

as the end point of the study. This phase is a delimitation 

Oj. the material, contained in the Phase I report, completed 

last year. The conclusions and implications drawn are primarily 

en .¡.anted to those factors which are forecast to impact on 

r*ationaJ security policy in the future. 

MeIzhod. Phase II of the Long-Range Future of the Navy 

research project is an interim step in the research cycle. 

Tne study is based on a literature survey and interviews with 

academicians, research institutions, and corporate headquarters. 

The areas selected for evaluation during this phase fall 

into five basic environments: international, sociological, 

corporate, technological, and military. The material was 

subjected to collation, analysis, group discussion, and distilled 

idontii r:y trends and/or conclusions in each of the areas 

selected. Finally the material was collectively• synthesized, 

and implications for national security policy were drawn. 

These procedures are in keeping with the direction provided 

by the Politico-Military Sub-Panel of the CNO Executive Panel. 

Asr^ami^tiorns. The basic building block of this study is 

the international political environment. The political spectrum 

I 
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of possibilities initially evaluated consisted of four possible 

worlds: world domination by a single power or bloc, cold war 

bipolarity, multipolarity, and world harmony. Primary 

emphasis was devoted to the multipolar world since it appears 

to represent the most likely international environment of the 

future. Time constraints precluded a detailed investigation 

of the other possible worlds. 

The study does not represent‘any official point of view 

and makes no attempt to adhere to existing U.S. Government 

policy. Comments which allude to a changing force structure 

should be viewed with caution as they are based solely on the 

environmental influences projected for 1985 and do not consider 

worst case military threats, 

Limitations. In its present stage the study is incom¬ 

plete. It lacks economic analysis and a rigorous testing of 

major, trend lines. This phase of the study is broadly oriented 

toward national security policy implications and not speci¬ 

fically to the U.S. Navy, No attempt has been made to 

project potential adversaries’ technological or military 

capabilities which could face the United States in 1985, The 

development of probable U.S. national interests, goals, objec¬ 

tives, and strategies are considered among the next logical 

steps or phases of this study. 

Report Organization. This report has been organized 

into two volumes. Volume 1 contains essays on each of the 
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environments mentioned above., and is comprised of seven 

pares. Part One contains a summary of the key pointsf 

conclusions F implications, and areas for further study. 

The essays and bibliography make up the remaining six parts. 

Volume 1 is intended for both internal and external 

distribution as required. Volume 2, consisting of key points, 

tentative' implications for the U.S. Navy and an epilog, is 

considered an internal working paper primarily for the use 

of War College researchers. 

•v,. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Discussion 
on Page 

1. The International Politico-Military Environment. 

— THE MOST LIKELY INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT WILL EVOLVE OVER THE NEXT THIRTEEN YEARS IS ONE 
CHARACTERIZED BY MULTIPOLARITY OR POLYCENTRISM . . . 

— THE MAJOR POWER CENTERS WILL BE THE 
U.S., THE SOVIET UNION, CHINA, WESTERN EUROPE AND 
JAPAN... .... • • • . • .. 

— THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE MULTIPOLAR POWER 
SITUATION WILL BE TO THE UNITED STATES' ADVANTAGE, 
ESPECIALLY SINCE AMERICAN MILITARY FORCES MAY NO 
LONGER BE SUPERIOR TO THE SOVIET'S , . . . . 

-- THE SOVIET UNION WILL CONTINUE HER 
EFFORTS TO GAIN CLEAR SUPERIORITY OVER THE U.S. IN 
TERMS 01 MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND NUMBER AND TYPE 
OF STRATEGIC AND CONVENTIONAL MILITARY FORCES . . . 

■— THE AMERICAN STRATEGIC COMMITMENT TO 
WESTERN EUROPE AND TO JAPAN WILL BECOME INCREAS¬ 
INGLY QUESTIONED BY ALL OF THE POWER CENTERS .... 

-- THE LIKELIHOOD OF MAJOR MILITARY 
CONFLICT BETWEEN POWER CENTERS IS LOW . 

— THE RECOGNITION THAT THE UNITED STATES 
CANNOT CARRY THE BURDEN OF THE DEFENSE OF THE 
FREE WORLD WILL CONTINUE AS A TENET OF AMERICAN 
FOREIGN POLICY FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE ..... 

— THE POST-WORLD WAR II ALLIANCE SYSTEM 
IS UNDERGOING, AND WILL CONTINUE TO UNDERGO, 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES ...... . 

-- THERE IS ONLY A SLIGHT POSSIBILITY OF 
ANY SIGNIFICANT STRATEGIC ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENT 
OCCURRING WHICH HAS A SIGNIFICANT MILITARY IMPACT, 
AND NONE SHOULD BE ANTICIPATED IN FUTURE PLANS . . . 
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— THE GAP IH THE STANDARD OF LIVING 
BETWEEN THE CITIZENS OF THE "HAVE" AND OF THE "HAVE 
NOT" NATIONS WILL CONTINUE TO GROW . 

— THE NUMBER AND IMPORTANCE OF REGIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS AMONG DEVELOPING NATIONS WILL 
CONTINUE TO INCREASE . 

THE POSITION OF THE U.S. AS THE WORLD'S 
DOMINANT ECONOMIC POWER WILL DIMINISH , , , 

. THERE WILL BE A GREATER INTEGRATION 
OF ALL DIPLOMATIC TOOLS, INCLUDING MILITARY FORCE, 
AND GREATER INVOLVEMENT OF U.S. MILITARY OFFICERS 
IN DIPLOMACY 

TRADITIONAL FORCE IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS 
WILL WO. LONGER BE VALID, AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT WILL 
BE DRIVEN MAINLY BY POLITICO-MILITARY CONSIDER¬ 
ATIONS 

PROBABLE MILITARY IMPLICATIONS OF A 
MULTIPOLAR VICE BIPOLAR WORLD ENVIRONMENT 

- THERE WILL BE RELATIVELY LITTLE CHANGE 
JN THE NAVY'S STRATEGIC DETERRENT ROLE DURING THE 
l972-19f¡5 TIME PERIOD , ., 

TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS MAY BE USED IN 
A LIMITED WAR AGAINST A NON-MAJOR POWER WHICH 
HAS A LIMITED NUCLEAR CAPABILITY . 

~ SURFACE SHIPS WILL .BE USED PRIMARILY 
IN POLITICAL AND LIMITED WAR ROLES ..,,, 

MTV ™ ,-,"I THfî C0NCEPT 0F SEA CONTROL WILL APPLY 
OF^ FLE^HG SURROUNDING OPERATING UNITS 

, ~ IN HUMANITARIAN EFFORTS (RESCUE AT SEA, 
DISASTER RELIEF, ETC.) OR IN CASES WHERE POLITICAL 
INII-,RESTS COINCIDE, IT IS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE THAT 
AMERICAN NAVAL FORCES WILL OPERATE JOINTLY WITH 
EITHER SOVIETS OR CHINESE NAVAL FORCES „ 

2. Ihe SQcioloqi.caI Environimsnb, 

--- POPULATION WILL NOT REACH CRISIS 
PROPORTIONS IN THE FORECAST PERIOD 
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— TH El SATISFACTION OF MANPOWER REQUIRE¬ 
MENTS COULD BE EASED BY NARROWING OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE CIVILIAN WORK FORCE. 25 

— EMPHASIS IN THE U.S. WILL CONTINUE TO 
SHIFT FROM THE MANUAL LABORER TO THE KNOWLEDGE 
WORKER.. 26 

— EQUAL OPPORTUNITY WILL CONTINUE TO 
CONCERN AMERICANS . 26 

-- TRADITIONAL PREREQUISITES FOR COMMISSIONED 
AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER STATUS MAY REQUIRE 
REVISION .......... . 27 

-- THL EFFECTS OF CHANGING HUMAN VALUES 
WILL BECOME INCREASINGLY MANIFEST .. 28 

— TRENDS IN CHANGING INDIVIDUAL AND 
SOCIETAL VALUES WILL STRAIN THE TRADITIONAL NAVY'S 
INSTITUTIONAL VALUE SYSTEM . ..  29 

— DEMANDS FOR LEISURE AND DISCRETIONARY TIME 
WILL INCREASE.   30 

— THE USE OF MANPOWER AS REFLECTED ON 
BOARD PRESENT-DAY NAVY SHIPS WILL BE CONSTRAINED IN 
THE FUTURE DuB TO POPULATION TRENDS, SOCIETAL VALUES 
AND DIMINISHED RESOURCES . 31 

-- ESTABLISHED INSTITUTIONS WILL BE THREATENED 
BY A GLOBAL CHALLENGE TO AUTHORITY. 32 

— INCREASING LOYALTY TOWARD AND NEED OF THE 
SPECIALIZED PROFESSIONS WILL REDUCE ORGANIZATIONAL 
LOYALTIES . ...... . 32 

— TRADITIONALISM, VESTED INTERESTS, LOCAL 
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS AND SIMPLE INERTIA WILL 
MODERATE RAPID CHANGE.   33 

— UNIONIZATION OF THE U.S. ARMED FORCES IS 
AN INCREASING POSSIBILITY.   33 

3. The Corporate Environment. 

-- TO AVOID THE WHIPLASH OF "FUTURE SHOCK" 
INDUSTRY LEADERS ARE ATTEMPTING TO BECOME MANAGERS OF 
CHANGE ..   34 

6 

— THE YOUTH GROUP IN THE U.S. IS WANING: 
PERSONS 25-44 YEARS OF AGE WILL PREDOMINATE DURING 
THE FORECAST PERIOD . 
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— THE HEED FOR LONG RANGE CORPORATE PLANNING 
IS NOT UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED BY ALL FIRMS ...... 

— SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
INFLUENCES ARE BEING SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED BY 
INDUSTRY . 

-- SOME COMPANIES ARE BEING FORCED INTO 
MAJOR TRAINING PROGRAMS TO PROVIDE SKILL LEVELS FOR 
PRODUCTION LINES . . . 

— AEROSPACE CORPORATIONS ARE BEING FORCED 
TO DIVERSIFY PRODUCT LINES TO SURVIVE . 

— PRODUCTION OF MILITARY HARDWARE WILL 
BECOME CONCENTRATED IN THE HANDS OF A FEW LARGE 
CORPORATIONS . • . 

4. The Technological Environment. 

-- the U.S. POSITION OF LEADERSHIP IN WORLD 
TECHNOLOGY IS BECOMING LESS DOMINANT ........ 

-- THE NAVY FACES A FUTURE IN WHICH VARIOUS 
OTHER NAVIES MAY OCCASIONALLY HAVE TEMPORARY 
SUPERIORITY IN A PARTICULAR WEAPON SYSTEM . . . . . 

— INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BY 
EACH SERVICE IS PROVING COSTLY, AND DOD FUNDING OF 
JOINT PROJECTS, GREATER COOPERATION WITH THE CIVILIAN 
SECTOR, AS WELL AS PROCUREMENT OF FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY, 
WILL BE THE WAY OF THE FUTURE . 

— THE U.S. TENDENCY TO OVERDESIGN EQUIPMENT 
AND OVERSPECIFY MILITARY REQUIREMENTS WILL CONTINUE 
TO PRODUCE LESS THAN OPTIMUM MILITARY EFFECTIVENESS 
PER DOLLAR EXPENDED .... . 

— DURING THE PERIOD STUDIED, CHANGE IN NAVAL 
TECHNOLOGY WILL CONTINUE TO BE RAPID, AND MAJOR 
IMPROVEMENTS IN WEAPONS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS CAN BE 
REALIZED . 

— MISSION ANALYSIS FOR HYDROFOILS AND 
SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS IS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE THEIR 
POTENTIAL PAYOFF IN INCREASED FLEET EFFECTIVENESS 

— VTOL AIRCRAFT WILL BE REQUIRED TO 
AUGMENT THE U.S. NAVY’S STRIKE/DEFENSE CAPABILITY . 
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— ADMINISTRATIVE COMPETENCE WILL BE 
CRUCIAL IN THE MODERN WORLD IN WHICH MILITARY 
REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES ARE 
SUBJECT TO A WIDE RANGE OF CHOICES AND RAPID 
CHANGE.. • • 

— IMPROVED TECHNIQUES FOR MAN-MACHINE 
COUPLING WILL BE AVAILABLE, BUT THE MILITARY APPLI¬ 
CATION OF THESE TECHNIQUES REQUIRES DEVELOPMENT OF 
PROCEDURES AND DOCTRINE . 

-- THE PROBLEMS RELATING TO NAVAL TECHNOLOGY 
IN THE 1972-1985 TIME FRAME ARE NOT THOSE OF 
INVENTION HUT THOSE OF ADOPTION . ..... 

-- TUE RAPID PACE OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 
EMPHASIZES THE NEED FOR A NAVAL STRATEGY OF 
TECHNOLOGY . 

— SURVEILLANCE AND COMMAND SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPMENT MUST BE COORDINATED TO COPE WITH THE EVER 
DECREASING TIME FOR DECISIONS . 

-- RULES OF ENGAGEMENT ARE PRE-DETERMINED 
COMMAND AND CONTROL DATA AND SHOULD BE DISPLAYED 
PROMINENTLY IN COMMAND AND CONTROL CENTERS . 

-- DEVELOPMENTS IN COMMAND, CONTROL, AND 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS WILL DEFINE THE LIMITS OF 
FLEET RESPONSE TO MILITARY AND POLITICAL THREATS . . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1fc The International Politico-Military Environment 

— THE HOST LIKELY INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

WILL EVOLVE OVER THE NEXT THIRTEEN YEARS IS ONE CHARACTERIZED 

BY MULTIPOLARITY OR POLYCENTRISM. 

Multipolarity implies a movement away from the bipolar 

world of bhe 1950s and early 1960s with its two power ^centers 

and läc/v of mobility ¿md flexibility in alliance systems to 

an environment with several power centers and more flexibility 

of alignments. This will result from a continuation of 

political trends already discernible and underway. 

Although in terms ofN^trategic and possibly even 

conventional military forces, the United States and the 

Soviet Union will be essentially superior to the other oower 

centers,, the economic and political strength of several nations 

or groups of nations will cause the international environment 

to be truly multipolar. None of the power centers will be able 

to dominate all of rhe others. The inherent flexibility of 

the muluipolar environment will allow nations to maneuver in 

order to maintain a balance of power. 

— THE MAJOR POWER CENTERS WILL BE THE U.S., THE 

SOVIET UNION, CHINA, WESTERN EUROPE, AND JAPAN. 

The relative position of China (PRC) and Western 

Europe with respect to the other power centers will depend on 

the pragmatism with which the former charts her course in the 

9 



international arena and the latter's success in achieving 

an increasing degree of economic integration and political 

viability. There is little doubt that Japan will continue 

to be strong economically, but her overall "power rating” 

will depend on her decision with regard to the size of her 

military forces and her assured resource base* 

— ™g, Fhi'-XiBlLITY OF THii: MULTIPOLAR POWER SITUATION 

WILL BE TO TilL UNITED STATES' ADVANTAGE, ESPECIALLY SINCE 

AMERICAN MILITARY FORCES MAY NO LONGER BE SUPERIOR TO THE 

SOVIET d. * c: 

The United States will attempt to play the Soviet 

Union and China against each other so as to gain concessions 

and to avoid a big power confrontation. More reliance will 

be placed upon the -ability to maneuver about the superpower 

triangle (United States, Soviet Union, and China) than upon 

the use of military force. Europe will benefit from the 

growing accommodation between the United States and the 

Soviet Union which will be forced upon the latter by the 

former's flexibility to maneuver. Faced with the Chinese on 

their eastern front, the Soviets will attempt to decrease 

tensions in Europe. 

10 



“ THE SOVIET UNION WILL CONTINUE HER EFFORTS TO GAIN 

CLEAR SUPERIORITY OVER THE U.S. IN TERMS OF MILITARY TECHNOLOGY 

AMD NUMBER AMD TYPE OF STRATEGIC AND CONVENTIONAL MILITARY 

FORCES . 

Barring a completely unpredictable technological 

breakthrough, it is unlikely that either the United States 

or the Soviet Union will develop a preponderant first strike 

capability vis-a-vis the other. A first strike capability 

is defined as the ability to launch an initial strategic 

attack causing such destruction to the enemy's strategic 

capability that he is precluded from launching an effective 

retaliatory attack. Although the so called "balance of 

terror“ will continue to exist, the Soviet Union will maintain 

a significant "surplus" strategic capability in terms of 

numbers oi missiles in order to hold a relative superiority 

over the United States for prestige and psychological purposes. 

During the next thirteen years the Soviet Union will 

develop a capability to project her power overseas including 

putting her deterrent to sea. The USSR may possibly get 

mired down in her own Vietnam. The Soviet leaders will 

continue to diversify and upgrade their general purpose 

forces. Their naval strategy will be one enabling them to 

have a flexible strategy supporting global economicr political 

and diplomatic interests. 

11 



— THE AMERICAN STRATEGIC COMMITMENT TO WESTERN 

EUROPE AND TO JAPAN WILL BECOME INCREASINGLY QUESTIONED BY 

ALL OF THE POWER CENTERS. 

As a result of the general lessening of Soviet-Araerican 

tension, it is likely that the Western European nations will 

shift perceptibly away front a strict alignment with the United 

States. This shift is encouraged by the fact that the American 

commitment to NATO will decrease in credibility on both sides 

of the Atlantic as the Soviet nuclear and conventional 

capability increases. The current NATO strategy cf flexible 

responses and forward defense needs to be reexamined in light 

of this trend 

America's oqitjttíítment will also be increasingly 

questioned by the Japanese as the Soviet gain a clear superi¬ 

ority i.n strategic: and conventional forces. It is considered 

likely that Japan v.7ill opt for the broader definition of “self- 

defense0 and build :i navy capable of defending the sea lanes 

north or. Australia sad east of Singapore. She will also develop 

her own nuclear weapons. This will place her in the same 

relative position as France, possessing a force de frappe 

capable of ensuring that Washington does not sacrifice Tokyo 

in order to avoid the destruction of American cities. 

12 
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}?HE LIKELIHOOD OF MAJOR MILITARY CONFLICT BETWEEN 

POWER CENTERS IS LOW. 

The possibility of a large scale confrontation or 

major conflict between the major power centers is assessed 

as low. Even this low likelihood, howeverr should not be 

ignored since the danger of miscalculation of intentions 

or objectives could lead to the outbreak of hostilities. 

A major conflict is defined as a nuclear war or a situation 

short oí nuclear war which leaves the use of nuclear weapons 

the only alternative for the loser. The above projection is 

premised on the maintenance of a credible strategic deterrence. 

Although the chance of^a major military conflict 

between the power centers is slight, armed conflict will 

continue to occur. Because of differing and competing 

ide og les (ai though the ideological factor seems to be 

lessoning), national and cultural heritages, and competing 

national objectives, low level military conflict may occur 

between one power center and a lesser power or between two 

lesser powers. Overt military intervention by large countries 

into the internal affairs of smaller nations within their 

sphere of influence will occur less frequently than in the 

past because of the rise of nationalism and the ability of 

countries to migrate to other power centers,, Covert assistance 

m revolutionary wars will continue. Limited wars between 

smaller powers will continue. Superimposed over all will be 

the increasing reality of interdependence based on economic 

and resource considerations. 

13 



Although there v/ill be a lessening of direct United 

States military involvement overseas, the United States may 

find it necessary to intervene militarily, particularly in 

the Caribbean area. 

TOOgCOGMITIQM THAT THE UNITED STATES CANNOT 

- OF THE FREE WORLD WILL CONTINUE 

~~ ~ Gjj policy for the foreseeable 

future. " ~ 

Since foreign policy goals, domestic concerns and 

military capabilities must be synchronised to avoid a national 

incapacity to Implement policy objectives, it will be necessary 

to continue to trim the scope of United States foreign 

-nvolvement. iha Nixon Doctrine and the "Total Force Concept" 

SU7pS ln (:hlS ‘‘Section. The United States will not be 

abac to act as the policeman of the world, it is clear that 

recognition that the United. States cannot carry the total 

burden of the defense of the Free World will continue as a 

tenet of American foreign policy for the foreseeable future. 

The United States will attempt to maintain, in 

conjunction with her allies, military forces capable of 

supporting a politically credible "flexible response" strategy, 

however, even with heavy reliance on her allies, a problem in 

itself (in the multipolar era, political and military support 

1 '1ÍLS may b,_ snc.eT. tain) , the United States government will be 

hard pressed to maintain a credible flexible response strategy 

which calls for adequate forces to meet any level of conflict 
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vri-thout the necessity to escalate. There will be gaps on 

the conflict scale (ranging from counterinsurgency to nuclear 

war) which will not be adequately covered. Astute diplomacy 

will have to replace military capabilities in certain levels 

of confrontation and in certain geographic areas. 

-- THE POST-WORLD WAR II ALLIANCE SYSTEM IS UNDER¬ 

GOING, AND WILL CXXTrmJE TO UNDERGO, SIGNIFICANT CHANGES. 

By 1985 the pattern of alliances and power alignments 

that have evolved since World War II will have undergone a 

notable transformation as nations perceive either a changing 

or diminishing threat to their security, as technological 

and sociological innovation occurs and as the economic situation 

changes. These factors, acting alone or in concert,, will 

CcU'se some of today’s alliances to wealcen or to dissolve, 

while other trends may reinforce and make stronger existing 

groupings especially in the non-political, non-military areas. 

The raison d’ etre oí: most alliances and international organi¬ 

zations will continue to be security and economic development. 

The fear of world domination by nations under the direction 

of Communism will wane as a raison d'etre for alliances. 

— THERE IS ONLY A SLIGHT POSSIBILITY QF ANY SIGNIFI¬ 

CANT STRATEGIC ARME CONTROL AGREEMENT OCCURRING WHICH HAS A 

SIGNIFICANT MILITARY IMPACT, AND NONE SHOULD BE ANTICIPATED IN 

FUTURE PLANS. 

Despite, the fact that the Soviet Union, the United 

States and many other countries have spoken out in favor of 
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strategic arms control, disarmament/ and elimination of arms 

races, ir is unlikely that any agreement eliminating the 

threat of nuclear war will be signed prior to 1985. An 

agreement: is possible which could have political and/or 

economic significance, but an assured second strike capability 

will not be surrendered by any state. 

Before arms limitation accords with significant 

military impact can be negotiated, progress will have to be 

made in two vital areas which have in the past precluded 

agreement on any major strategic disarmament or arms control 

issue and will continue to do so in the foreseeable future. 

¿he hIlsL and most important problem is in the political arena 

where a lessening of world tension must precede serious and 

bciíjic arms control bargaining. Nations increase their armaments 

because they feel insecure. Therefore, before they will 

agree to disarm in basic arms categories or control arms 

production in specific areas, the causes of this insecurity 

must be removed. Some progress has been made in this area 

but a great deal more is needed. 

The second impediment is the issue of international 

inspection and verification; this, despite impressive 

technological advances in the state of the art. Notwith¬ 

standing the mutual advantage of: nuclear disarmament, it is 

unlikely that meaningful advances will be made prior to an 

agreement providing for reliable and politically acceptable 

verification and control procedures. 
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THE GAP IN THE STANDARD OF LIVING BETWEEN THE 

CITIZENS OF THE 11 HAVEM AND OF THE "HAVE NOT” NATIONS WILL 

CONTINUE TO GROW, 

This growing gap will cause discontent among the 

inhabitants of the poorer countries. Until the recent 

past the people of the less developed countries (LDCs) 

were not fully aware of the relative affluence of their 

richer neighbors. Modern communications have brought to 

the LDCs the revolution of rising expectations as well as 

the sonso of rising frustrations which during the next 

decade will affect greatly political and economic decisions 

in che developing nations. Thi£ influence will occur at 

precisely the time 'when the governments of these countries 

are attempting to limit consumption in order to develop the 

capital investment necessary for industrialization, cope 

with population grov/th, the destablizatio’n of urbanization, 

the institutionalization of the bureaucracyr rapid changes 

in values, and growing gaps of technology and education* 

THE NUMBER AND IMPORTANCE OF REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

AMONG DEVELOPING NATIONS WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE. 

The next fifteen years will witness a proliferation 

of regional organizations. The 'world as a whole has recently 

become aware of the important contributions regional coopera¬ 

tion can make to economic and social development. Most third 

world countries have neither the skilled personnel, the 
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capital, nor the market to enable them to develop, utilizing 

only their own resources. It is through regional arrange¬ 

ments which provide for the pooling of these limited resources, 

and the expansion of markets from a national to a regional 

basis that these developing nations can realize some 

measure of success in the difficult task of economic 

modernization. 

~ gHK POSITION OF THE U.S. AS THE WORLD’S DOMINANT 

ECONOMIC POWER WILL DIMINISH. 

Tno decline in the United States1 relative position 

will occur as Japan continues her economic development, as 

Europe becomes more economically integrated, and as other 

j-csser, out still important economic powers emerge on the 

international scene.. In order to arrest the degradation of 

her position the United States may exert political pressure 

on otner countries an an effort to gain economic concessions, 

a tactic which may hinder political relations with allies 

and lead to newer forms of market and financial competition, 

this diminution of the United States' relative position will 

be mitigated somewhat by United States-owned multinational 

corporations (MNCs) which will account for a significant portion 

of the growth in other countries. The MNC may well become 

both the dynamic instrument in the growing international 

economy, as well as a growing political problem in terms of 

nationalism and sovereignty. 
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-- THERE WILL BE A GK::;.'.'V'ER INTEGRATION OF ALL 

DIPLOMATIC TOe,jG, INCLUDING MILITARY FORCE, AND GREATER 

INVOLVIijMEKT OF ILS. MILITARY OFFICERS IN DIPLOMACY. 

The einpnasis on diplomacy and international relations 

in the intermediate and senior service schools will come 

to fruition with a generation of military officers who are 

well versed in these subjects. These officers will appreciate 

not only the international political environment in which 

they have to operate but will also understand the nature 

or military power and its application. This constitutes 

a pool of trained and experienced public servants available 

ror a wider range of responsibilities in the future. The 

challenge of the future multipolar world lies in effective 

orchestration cf all the elements of national power. 

~~ 'JNAL FORCE IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS WILL NO 

LOHGER_BFJ/ra;,iD, ANJ FUTURE DEVELOPMENT WILL BE DRIVEN 

MAINLY jjY POLITICO-MILITARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

Future capabilities of the Armed Services must be 

oriented toward politico-military objectives and not just 

military objectives alone. In some cases, the political 

advantages offered by a weapon system may outweigh its military 

disadvantages. Future emphasis must be placed on responsiveness 

to the National Command Authority, economy, mobility, flexibility 

and accuracy. New concepts of data transmission and message 

handling must be built into every level of command so that 
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real time flow of vital information can be achieved* 

Severely reduced budgets will force military managers to 

use greater imagination in maximizing return on investment. 

A low overseas military profile with continued U*S* inter¬ 

national involvement will require forces which can be 

moved quickly to crisis locations- These forces must have 

multi-purpose capabilities to deal with a range of 

activities from humanitarian relief, through varying intensities 

of conventional warfare, up to and including nuclear exchange- 

The future combat environment will frequently entail sanctuaries 

and targeting constraints. Thus, equipment and techniques 

for navigation and delivery, whether of ordnance or cargo, will 

have to provide consistent accuracy in order to minimize errors 

and the possibility of inadvertent escalation. 

— PROBABLE MILITARY IMPLICATIONS OF A MULTIPOLAR 

VICE BIPOLAR WORLD ENVIRONMENT ARE : 

BUDGET. A smaller share of the national budget 

is most likely, due to a reducing threat as perceived by 

the American populace and the United States Congress. 

DIPLOMACY. Greater stress will be placed on 

the use of diplomacy to achieve national objectives. Domestic 

pressures will most likely not favor the use of military 

force unless United States' vital interests are at stake. 



POWER PROJECTION FORCES, There will be a 

significant reduction in the use of power projection forces 

ashore, especially in the Middle East a.ud Mediterranean areas, 

Eirj-jSENCE F0RCES. There will be ’ an increasing use 

of Naval forces for presence and interposition, 

NAV7M: STRATE6Y. In some world areas smaller 

expendable warships will be required to provide the greatest 

number of opLions to the decision makers. In a given crisis 

the presence of a large combatant may overwhelm the situation, 

and the loss of such a siiip could have serious diplomatic 

repercussions. 

SIRATEGIt DETERRENCE FORCES . The use of some 

or the current TRIAD of strategic deterrence systems may 

become constrained by rules of engagement in a multipolar 

wotld. Political constraints and possible misinterpretation 

of Unrted States’ intentions may preclude the use of weapons 

which would overfly a third country enroute to the target. 

THERE W"LL BE RELATIVELY LITTLE CHANGE IN THE 

NAVY’S STRATEGIC DETERRENT ROLE DURING THE 1972-1985 TIME 

PERIOD,. 

In spite of the shift toward a multipolar international 

environment, there will be a continuing need to provide 

nuclear deterrence, primarily against the Soviet Union. The 

triad concept will likely remain, and the Navy’s contribution 

in the form of SLBM1s will not change significantly except for 

_. .V -..-. 1--..... • ; . iii zdi&icitärfiieiJ&.iiii&iSiii > 
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improvements in weapons and launch platforms, most of which 

are already in the design phase or in the process of 

programming. 

TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS MAY BE USED IN A LIMITED 

WAR AGAINST A NON-MAJOR POWER WHICH HAS A LIMITED NUCLEAR 

CAPABILITY. 

It is likely that by 1985 a number of non-major powers 

v/ill have nuclear weapons in their arsenals. Some examples 

are Israel, India, South /áfrica, and Brazil. Some countries 

might be inclined to use low-yield nuclear v/eapons against 

deployed United States forces without fear of massive 

retaliation. It is conceivable that the United States would 

reply in kind using tactical nuclear weapons against military 

targets. 

~~ SURFACE SHIPS WILL BE USED PRIMARILY IN POLITICAL 

AND LIMITED WAR ROLES. 

The role of surface ships in an all-out nuclear war 

with the Soviets or other major power will be a secondary 

one. Advancements in nuclear ¿inti-shipping weapons will pose 

an increasing threat to surface units. At the same time, 

carrier-based aircraft will encounter increasingly sophisticated 

defenses as they try to penetrate inland« The three-dimensional 

threat, sub-surface, surface, and air, will make defense of a 

carrier task force far more difficult than the enemy's defense 

of his land bases against an air threat alone. 
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THE CONCEPT OF SEA CONTROL WILL APPLY ONLY TO THE 

LOCAL AREA SURROUNDING OPERATING UNITS OF A FLEET. 

The relative advantage of submarines and anti- 

shipping missiles will be such that fleet defense will have 

to be concentrated in order to be effective. The number of 

defensive surface and sub-surface units required will be 

sizable, and budgetary constraints on fleet size will make 

it necessary to assign units for mutual support only in the 

geographic area of highest priority. This will leave large 

areas oi the ocean uncontested, but the risk will probably 

have to be accepted. The ability to concentrate forces 

quickxy in order to achieve local superiority will be of 

utmost importancef and presupposes speed, real time intelligence 

and responsive comm&nd and control techniques. 

-- IN HUMANITARIAN EFFORTS (RESCUE AT SEA, DISASTER 

ETC.) OR IN CASES WHERE POLITICAL INTERESTS COINCIDE, 

^*R£LY POSSIBLE THAT AMI RICAN NAVAL FORCES WILL 

.jPA^l'bY WITH EITHER SOVIET OR CHINESE NAVAL FORCES. 

Based on the multipolar political trends and the 

popular pressure fox' detente it is not inconceivable that 

the next thirteen years will sec: occasions where the military 

forces cf the United States will operate in coordination with 

those of either the Soviet Union or China in the protection of 

common interests, or in the joint exploration of the seas and 

tnsir potential. For example, at some future date, the Soviet 
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Union and tlie United States may find it in their common 

interests to have a joint task force operate in a third 

country's nuclear weapon testing area in order to retard 

nuclear proliferation or to pressure that country into signing 

the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. 

^ • Tiio Sociological Environment 

POl'UhhT'iOH WILL NOT REACH CRISIS PROPORTIONS IN 

the forecast period. 

World-Wide population will exceed four billion persons 

early in the forecast period. It could double in 35 years. 

Host of the increase will be in the less developed countries. 

The availability and distribution of food and resources will 

be of increasing concern to governments. 

The total population of the United States will be 

approximately 250 million in 1985. Crowding, over urbani¬ 

sation, pollution, deterioration of the environment and the 

preservation of resources will be of increasing concern to 

Americans > 

» iS WANING: PERSONS 

DURING THE FORECAST PERIOD 

Between I960 and 1970, population increases in the 

United States were greatest among those 15 to 24 and 45 to 64. 

During the 1975-1985 time frame, increases of those between 

25 and 4 4 will be l:he greatest. 
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While most population age groups will increase in 

size during the forecast period, the absolute number of 

15 to 24 year olds will decline between 1975 and 1985 so that 

at the end of the period there will be less than one million 

more 1j uO 2<t year old males than there were in 1970. During 

the 190>0s, it was the post-war baby boom that caused a net 

increase exceeding twelve million and made the 15 to 24 age 

group dominant. As this group ages toward the 25 to 44 

categoiy it will remain the dominant group—exceeded in numbers 

only by those under 15. The 15 to 25 year olds will be 

relatively small in number and will actually show a two and 

one-half: million net decrease from the .1960-1970 period. Thus, 

the relative number of youths who have traditionally been 

potential military recruits will be significantly diminished. 

There world appear to be advantages to accrue from programs 

alined at older individuals. 

î!jll„^LjLgj^nT10N OF MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS CGULD 

MãJMlLJ^jjMOW:a-i'g_OPPOKTUf.IlTIES IN THE CIVILIAN WORK 

FORCE. 

Opportunities in the work force will narrow during 

the forecast period. Competition will be keen. There are 

numerous reasons: the absolute number in the work force 

will increase; teen-agers will increasingly seek employment; 

greater opportunities will be afforded the various disadvantaged 

groups; trie trend toward female careerism. And the slightest 
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economic recession would ugcjrcivciiie the situation by further 

restricting opportunity* To the extent these factors cause 

dissatisfaction and instability in the civilian work force, 

they could relieve Kavy manpower needs by causing individuals 

to turn to military service* However, this is a negative appeal 

and would be offset by any expansion in the civil sector, or 

sacrifices required as a result of military service. And, 

giowing nationai wealth and rising levels of education will 

increase the expectations for which satisfiers will have to 

be found. 

— TJ-S* WILL CONTINUE TO SHIFT FROM 

THr) HAM UAL LABORER TO THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER, 

Efficiency in the performance of the manual laborer 

was, in the past, the principal problem of organization. 

Predominant was the manual laborer who did what he had been 

told to do. The center of emphasis is shifting. The personal 

requirement for increased seif-fulfillment and the complexity, 

importance, and speed required in the making of modern decisions 

will place a premium on the knowledge worker* 

— EQUAL OPPORTUNITY WILL CONTINUE TO CONCERN 

AMERICANS, 

One of the key issues of the forecast period will be 

the provision of equal opportunities for access to the 

affluent life experienced by many and expected by most Americans 

The provision of equal opportunity will remain the. primary goal 
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of civil rights and other libertarian groups. Egalitarianism 

will continue to be sought in concept, while elitism and 

special or vested interest group supremacy will in fact be 

the goal. 

Piograms in housingf education/ and training will be 

stressed as means for achieving the goal. Government will 

encourage business to participate. Inducements may include: 

tax rebates for training programs, extra consideration in the 

a'vnr^ contracts, and legislation or administrative action 

requiring business concerns to employ given numbers of 

individuals from minority groups. 

TgipH'lONM PREREQUISITES FOR COMMISSIONED AND 

h'3KH^MM:CSSI0NED OFFICER STATUS MAY REQUIRE REVISION. 

The first requirement for virtually all commissions 

in the U.S. Armed forces is a coJlege education. It is 

the pri"‘nry credential which initially separates a commis¬ 

sioned from a non-commissioned officer. Because, during the 

i. ore cas t period, there will be more individuals of college- 

graduate age, the officer corps would seem to enjoy a 

demographic recruiting advantage. But the fact that more 

Voung people are obtaining college degrees will further 

decrease the demographically-dirninished, traditional enlisted 

recruiting base of 15 to 24 year olds without degrees. Yet 

the Nf.-.vy requires highly-skilled non-commissioned officers. 

And training them is costly, and keeping them is difficult. 
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There are several alternatives. For one, the "in" and "out" 

theory could be applied. Contracts rather than enlistments 

could be offered. The Navy could hire its manpower in much 

the same manner as does private enterprise. Instead of 

training all its technicians it could offer jobs to those 

already "--.rained. For another, the Navy could eliminate the 

traditional officer and enlisted distinction and replace it 

with a simple hierarchy designed solely to maintain order 

ana put trained men in jobs for which they are qualified. 

These innovations would require little more than job 

descriptions and commensurate pay scales. 

THE_EFFECTS of changing human values will become 

INCREASINGLY MANIFEST. 

An awareness that economic prosperity and technical 

competence have not solved, and in numerous instances, have 

exacerbated social problems in the United States industrial 

^c-^ety, hao left its impact on the value system being sub¬ 

scribed no by Americans. Growing support for a no-growth or 

.limited measured industrial economy should be expected. Many 

scholars predict a decline in such values as status, tradition, 

confornury, institutional leadership, and regard for hard 

work as a virtue. Self-expression, experimentation, indivi¬ 

dualism, and romanticism are expected to become more pervasive. 

While the ->mpact of changing values can be anticipated 

and discussed in broad outline as a reordering of national 

priorities, the full extent and timing of these changes is 
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uncertain. The degree of uncertainty and the speed of change 

will, in fact, be cornerstones of the upcoming period of 

transition and will lead to continued social disquiet. 

-- TRENDS IH CHANGING INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETAL VALUES 

WILL STRAIN THE TRADITIONAL NAVY'S INSTITUTIONAL VALUE SYSTEM. 

Prora an analysis of the literature on the trends in 

values in the United States, the implication for the Navy is 

that it must continue to prepare itself to adapt—not only 

to qualitative changes in traditional values, but also to 

new values which will supplement the old. Again, there are 

several options. The Navy c¿\n identify the characteristics 

and values it desix-es in i.ts personnel, and develop programs 

aimed at attracting them—and favorably presenting them to 

the general popul¿at.ion. Or, the Navy can identify the pre¬ 

dominant characteristics and values of the people whose skills 

it needs and adapt its programs to suit them. The former 

would protect the r.raditional values of the Navy and could 

probably succeed. It is presented here as an alternative 

because there are those both inside and outside the Navy who 

apparently believe it is the way things ought to be. On the 

basis of research for this effort, hov/ever, the study group 

believes the second alternative, to be far easier, and more 

viable, successful, exciting and desirable approach. It is 

also the one likely to be most acceptable to the general 

population. 
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■- DEMANDS .FOR LEISURE AND DISCRETIONARY TIME WILL 

INCREASE. 

Lhe piessure for more leisure and discretionary time 

is emerging as one of the dominant themes in American business 

ano industry. Demands for fewer on-the-job working hours 

will become the principal pressure points in labor's approach 

to management during the years of this forecast. These demands 

are the result of mismanagement. The objective is not less 

work, it if a clearly defined purpose for work. Failure to 

eliminate unnecessary jobs and provide meaningful work has led 

to increased dissatisfaction, low quality work, tardiness, 

absenteeism, alcoholism and drugs. All have combined to produce 

.meaningless working lives from Which escape will be increasingly 

sought. Basic to this will be the problem of the leisure/ 

productivity equation. But the economy can afford both. Already 

some 400 companies are on a 4-day, 37/40-hour week basis. The 

number is growing at the rate of four firms per day and is 

expected to number 2,200 firms by November 1972. Increases 

in me absolute number of persons seeking employment will 

permit fewer working hours and even if only one-third of all 

expectea productivity gains were devoted to increasing leisure, 

the average worker could have as much as 175-200 hours more 

free time in 1975 than in 1966 .and 350-375 hours extra in 

1990. The historical trend is for about one-third of produc- 

r.ivity gams to be used to decrease work and increase leisure. 
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The other tv/o-thirds have been historically used to raise 

living standards—which poses still another problem for the 

military. 

THE USE OF MANPOWER AS REFLECTED ON BOARD PRESENT- 

DAY NAVY SHIPS WILL BE CONSTRAINED IN THE FUTURE DUE TO 

POPULATION TRENDS, SOCIETAL VALUES AND DIMINISHED RESOURCES. 

Economic considerations have driven commercial ship 

operators toward automation. Technology now exists to automate 

most sh.ipbocird activities. Improvement in this technology 

will continue with emphasis on reliability, simplicity and 

reduced cost. It appears that by 1980, standard equipment 

on many new commercial ships will include anti-collision 

devices and automatic systems for navigation, steering, 

diagnosis of power plant malfunctions, data .logging, and 

damage control. Computerized medical examination of crewmen 

is being seriously considered. 

The trend in warship design must be toward less labor 

intensive ships. Capital/labor tirade-off studies are requiredf 

but functions which can be performed better by machines should 

be automated, leaving the crew free to think and perform 

higher-level operations of control and decision making. The 

reduction in crew size will havei an effect on ship size. Most 

maintenance should be performed in port, possibly by contract 

with commercial firms. The result will be fewer men at sea, 

and all-officer crews are a distinct possibility. 



Additionally, highly skilled enlisted men will reject 

menial housekeeping chores and boring Navy "make work.» 

Further, closed circuit communications will develop parallel 

systems of informal communications between official postures 

and value systems and unofficial often contradictory systems. 

- eso^blished^imstttutions will be THREATKNRn rv 

jL.GkflßÄk CHALLENGE TO AUTHORITY. 

A Pervasive movement toward greater individual autonomy 

has appeared in the form of widespread and powerful revolts 

9 " e°tah^ished institutions and vested bureaucracies. 

There are three interrelated causes: the rising level 

U£ atiluence in society, the increasing tempo of change, and 

th° revoiution in communications and knowledge. Indications 

point toward a cont:.nuation of this revolt, here and abroad. 

- INCg^^LQYAMYJfQWARD AND N3ED OF THR SPECIALIZED 

ORGANIZATIONAL LOYALTIES. 

Specialization in a complex world makes the specialist 

necessary. The specialized professional will be a new kind 

of man engaged in serial careers. He will derive his rewards 

from inward standards of excellence, from professional societies, 

and from the intrinsic satisfaction of his task, not his job; 

his expectations, not those of his boss. He will have numerous 

affiliations over a lifetime but remain basically uncommitted 

to any organization. He will employ his skills and creative 

energies to solve problems with equipment provided by the 
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organization, but only „ long „ th8 mod0 1„tarests ^ 

wm tato hin econo,»ic »oil-being for ,r,ntea and be supreiKly 

confident o£ hie ability to know „hat needs to be done and to 

d° il" i)e Wli;L n0t bs a sood oompany man. He „ill, however, 

assume higher personal levels of responsibility. 

— ™h;?mOMALIS|,INVESTED INTEHESTS . T.OCM, eCQHOMTP 

ia^JjbR,MUJÿ£ WlbL MODEBaTE RAPID manor 

I,Ut tbaSe tmm 91111 generate friction, not eliminate 

change. Bureaucratic resistance to change is caused by a 

fear of the untnown and a desire for stability and security. 

Both in the United States and in Europe there is a strong 

res, stance to changes «ich disturb a situation which has 

WOlked* 3UC xt has worked rnore to the satisfaction of those 

lnVOXVeU than thOSe affected* rkhe latter will be increasingly 

vocal and effective during the Forecast period. This move- 

1T,ent WÍn PrOCeed differential rates throughout the world. 

U.s. armed forces is an 
INCREASING POSSIBILITY. ~ 

Changing values, demands for leisure time, and the 

emphasis on law and order increase the possibility of a 

collectivized military. The bureaucracy has not responded as 

rapidly as desired, and individuals have come to recognize 

they arc most effective when operating through institutions. 

Although unions in the armed forces are legal, they win most 

likely manifest themselves in i^ 
¿ves in the military more as professional 
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societies. Military encouragement of professional behavior 

enhances this probability. 

Historically there has been little commonality of 

interest between organized labor and the military. Congress, 

xn fact, has been the military's union. That situation is 

changing. The continuing erosion of fringe benefits and 

impending changes in the military retirement system, at a 

time when both are improving in the civilian and civil service 

i"’ tending to leave the military discouraged. The 

likelihood exists that increasing numbers will view military 

unionization as the best method of protecting vested interests. 

3• Zilg.-Coj-Porate Environment. 

OF "FUTURE' SHOCK" INDUSTRY 

TO BECOMK MANAGERS OF CHANGE. 

Industry is significantly increasing its interest 

in long range (10 to 20 year) planning, world futures, and 

social change. Most notable among these efforts has been 

Lhe muiix-Phase, multi-national study effort, by the Hudson 

Institute. Another major effort was the symposium sponsored 

by Fortune Magazine in New York City, in May 1971, the central 

theme of which was "Corporate Strategy in the Seventies." 

The White House Conference on the "Industrial World Ahead,« 

teld in Washington from 7-9 February 1972, -was designed to 

look at business in the 1990 time frame. Finally, the Club 

of Rome,, in concert with M.I.t., has pioneered an environment 
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resource model of the future. The central purpose of each of 

these efforts was to identify factors which will impinge 

upon industry, progress and the human condition in future 

decades. 

iONG RftMGE CORPORATE PLANNING IS NOT 

UMI VERS ALLY hCCEPTjjip BY ALL FIRMS. 

A limited number of firms ranging from small companies 

through very large, multi-national corporations were surveyed 

during the study. In general, the small firms had virtually 

no mid or l.ong range plans and lived from day to day, a 

tendency likely to continue into the future. 

Some of tine middle sized aerospace companies seemed 

to be content with today's business, were conservatively 

managed, and did not care to speculate beyond three to five 

years. Very large corporations, however, appear to have 

launcher- a significant effort to develop long range, planning 

including consideration of political, legislative, economic 

and social trends, plus an overall strategic analysis of 

future business prospects. 

nach of forward planning and subsequent shortfalls 

suggest future consolidation of industry, prime contractors 

and continued growth toward bigness. 
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"-“ SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES 

ARL BEING SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED BY INDUSTRY. 

As a segment of its future planning activities, 

industry will expend considerable effort in the study of 

changing values, cultural transformation, social responsibilities 

oi: corporations, and prototype solutions to problems. Trends 

discerned by business v/ill increasingly be considered and 

acted upon by companies through their own organizations both 

as crvic activists and as shrewd marketeers. Pressures by 

federal, state, and local government, the stockholders, 

populist activists and labor organizations are anticipated in 

the decades ahead. 

— SOME COMPANIES ARE BEING FORCED INTO MAJOR TRAINING 

PROGPdVML TO PROVIDE SKILL LEVELS FOR PRODUCTION LINES. 

In view of the changing values of our society and the 

generally low esteem accorded to manual, semi-skilled jobs 

some corporations are having difficulty acquiring the produc¬ 

tion workers with requisite skills. For example, LTV Corp. 

of Dallas in its quest for suitable, reliable production 

workers resettled 750 Mexican-American families from the lower 

Rio Grande Valley to Dallas and trained them in basic 

industrial skills. The program has been described as an out¬ 

standing industrial and social success. Training of the 

disadvantaged and cf teenagers is being accomplished through 

industry - secondary education cooperative programs. Education 

is fast: becoming an accepted societal role for industry. 
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Mass production in the future will be structured so 

as to minimize the boredom and servility of the assembly 

rine. Ford and Volvo are even now working to develop 

alternates to traditional production methods. 

CORPORATIONS ARE BEING FORCED TO 

01VERSIFY PRODUCT LIMES TO SURVIVE. 

Ihs future business potential of most large corporations 

lie primarily in their "core” skills. For example, engineer¬ 

ing and scientific personnel, and some level of production 

sr.iils must be maintained during economically slack periods. 

For this reason some of the aerospace companies are turning 

co other product lines dealing with social and urban problems 

utilizing the crossover skills of aerospace. Additionally, 

large companies have: shown a tendency to keep core skills 

employed even at a contractual loss or non-profit. These 

actions are necessary to maintain motivation, and to reduce 

overnead on other programs. 

OF- military hardware will become 

CONCENTRATED IM THE HANDS OF A pgw LARGE CORPORATIONS. 

The traditional concept of free competition in arms 

manufacture is eroding in the face of increased weapons 

complexity and cost, and the efficiencies of large scale 

production. In many cases the nation will be able to afford 

only one producer of a given type of hardware, and enforced 

competition will become economically dysfunctional. Procedures 
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governing military procurement will be basically changed. 

One Possible avenue may develop in such a manner that single 

producers of expensive hardware are treated as a form of 

regulated public utility. 

4 • Environment. 

U*u>‘ LEADERSHIP IN WORLD TECHNOLOGY 

IS BECOMING LESS DOMINANT. 

~.ivj.u<r. jjredkthroughs in technology may come from 

ouinu'e as well as inside the United States. In this age of 

intense scientific activity, new scientific knowledge is 

difficult to keep secret. A discovery made in one country 

WiU be rePeated eventua11* in ^hers because many scientists 

ithrOUghrat the WOrid looking at parallel possibilities. 

'¡'no very fact that one country m known to have solved a 

pnrUeuiar problem nay spur on others to discover a similar 

solution. m military technology, the intellectual gap 

notween developed and lesser developed nations may become 

very narrow. The capability of smaller nations to do great 

harm is increasing. Available scientific know-how, if 

concentrated in the upper range of the military technological 

spectrum, will allow underdeveloped nations to produce a 

limited number of highly sophisticated weapons and delivery 

vehicles. Smaller nations may also acquire the capacity to 

improve on weapons given them by more developed nations. 

The United States may be in for surprises when innovative 
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technology comes from unexpected sources. An example would 

be the development by a Latin American nation of a psycho- 

pharmaceutical which would be used extensively for mood or 

mind control. 

THE NAVY FACES A FUTURE IN WHICH VARIOUS OTHER 

OCCASIONALLY HAVE TEMPORARY SUPERIORITY IN A 

PARTICULAR WEAPON SYSTEM. 

The proliferation of technology makes it likely that 

future breakthroughs in weapons development may come from 

foreign countries. Surprises may appear in the form of 

advanced and superior weaponry from sources outside the 

United States, and the Navy will have to plan to minimize 

the effects of such surprise. This implies a need for greatea 

sensitivity to the military potential of new technology and 

speedy integration of new weapons into the fleet. It also 

implies a need for a variety of naval weapons so that 

temporary inferiority in one type will not seriously affect 

the lighting capacity of the encire fleet. Accurate and 

timely intelligence regarding foreign technology will assume 

vital importance. 



INDEPEInÍDENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BY EACH SERVICE 

IS PROVING COSTLY, AND POD FUNDING OF JOINT PROJECTSr GREATER 

COOPERATION WITH THE CIVILIAN SECTOR, AS WELL AS PROCUREMENT 

—TECHNOLOGY, will be the way of the future. 

Ihe cutback in space research and cancellation of the 

SST program have resulted in the loss of valuable sources 

of technological advances to the military. As a consequence, 

the military is faced with increasing R&D requirements to 

meet the state of technology previously forecast for the 

198Gs. Independent research by the services has been favored 

in the past but this has proven extremely expensive and 

resulted in redundant effort. In order to utilize future 

limited R&D resources more efficiently, all military R&D may 

come under the control of a joint R&D organization. As a 

result, all services will have common weapons and weapon 

systems to a greater degree than they do now. Reasons of 

economy will also force the services to seek greater techno¬ 

logical cooperation with the civilian sector, and more use will 

be made of military R&D performed in countries friendly to 

the United States. 

Ihe Navy should not fight the trend toward inter- 

service and interagency cooperation in R&D. Rather, it should 

take an activist role in proposing and supporting joint 

projects, thus increasing the possibility that the outcome 

will be favorable to the Navy. As in many other aspects of 

military activities, the trend in interservice cooperation for 
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i. Mr-to-air and 9»«l-to-Ur User weapons to 

enhance the air defense posture of the fleet. 

2- I,i'3uia Propellant gun systems that offer higher 

t-itucLivenesa per pound of installation weight than 

conventional gun systems. 

3. Sun projectiles with terminai guidance which 

'■HI give guns of the fleet greater capabilities. 

3. Extensive use of microcircuitry and large 

-ale integrated circuitry to improve avionics in terms of 

""ignt, volume, power and performance. 

5. Development of new structural materials and 

heaL rosjis t nt motáis ,,11 \ 
11 have Wlde application in the 

construction of aircraft and ships. 

_6” Weathßr COntro1 to eilhance military operations. 

/’ Reir‘°tely piloted Chicles which can serve as 

weapon Platforms for combat operations. 

3- Larger and faster hydrofoils and surface effect 
chips. 

i J., 

-- Sjiîa_MAârsis_FOR igPEOEOILS ,MP SDpp.cm EFFECT 

IO* .«»BBn»» TO ^nTWMm.Tg^jogjTOH. PAYOFF tm 
» ' 7*. î s i « ■ i , 

IMSgjjftSgjtj^^PLBBT EFFRCTIVTiiMracig, 

One aspect of hydrofoils and surface effect ships 

abS‘ent i:r0m the literat'ire surveyed deals with 

U1alySXS i0r theSe craft" Since the advantage of 

speed is accompanied by some severe penalties, including 



considerable R&D cost, the potential payoff in fleet 

effectiveness under various circumstances must be clearly 

understood. Other alternatives; such as improved aircraft 

or aircraft-ship combinations and even seaplanes need to 

be examined. The seaplane, for example, offers a considerable 

speed advantage with the capability to operate in inter¬ 

national waters. 

— VTQL AIRCRAFT WILL BE REQUIRED TO AUGMENT THE 

U.S, NAVY 1 S AIR STIUKE/DEFENSE CAPABILITY. 

Assuming that new CVA construction will fall short of 

currently held requirements, the Navy will have to look 

toward smaller ships to augment the carrier's air strike/ 

defense capability. VTQL fighter and attack aircraft 

op.-j rating frcm smal.i si lips appear to be the most practical 

solution for the 19B0s. 

-- AD MINIST RAT1VL COMPETENCE WILL BE CRUCIAL IN 

THE MODLRM WORLD IN WHICH MILITARY REQUIREMENTS AND 

TECHMOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES ARE SUBJECT TO A WIDE RANGE 

OF CHOICES AND RAPID CHANGE. 

Technology is waiting to be picked up and waiting 

to be developed. Whether or not: this is done in the future 

depends on people and organization. Political commitment 

and administrative competence aire important linking variables 

which can bring about superiority in military technology in 

spi::e of possible overall technological weakness. Conversely, 



^rfH*j^i^/jj^Gÿ^vw^w«w5.v\*4iç.»y.i»rrrTrr 

administrative incompetence and lack of political commitment 

may bring about inferiority in military, technology in spite 

of overall national technological strength. The Navy needs 

to assure itself of high level managerial talent in 

technology, it also needs to examine and streamline its 

"k ^ structure, adopting measures to reform ingrained 

inefficient bureaucratic habits. 

iJK. 

for man-machine coupling will 

OF these techniques 

h£GUIhg£J3EV^PMEOT_0P PROCEDURES AND DOCTRTMn. 

Techniques and equipment will be developed during 

1-).0,. winch vastly increase the capability of man to solve 

complex Problems. Increased capability here means more rapid 

t 11-.1: .. .n imon, bouter comprehension, the possibility of 

gaming a useful degree of comprehension in a situation that 

previously was too complex, speedier solutions, and the 

pOjsiLxl.ity of finding solutions that seemed insoluble before. 

Those are accomplished by using the computer as a direct 

adjunct to the human brain so that the two may interact on 

a real time basis. The symbiotic effect of such man-machine 

coupling will be much more powerful than most current appli¬ 

cations which place che computer in a passive rather than 

interactive role. 

Almost all future naval operations will be carried 

m highly compressed time frames. Commanders at all levels 
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will have to assimilate large amounts of input data, make 

decisions, and implement those decisions in a matter of 

hours, even minutes, depending on the tactical situation. 

In this environment it will be essential that the human 

intellect be assisted to the greatest extent possible by 

computers which can sort, organize, and manipulate information, 

tesu alternative courses of action, and communicate executive 

instructions to subordinate units. The basic tools already 

exist, but application of these tools requires new attitudes 

and new ways of thinking. A good deal of research will 

have to be done by practical-minded military men to make 

these tools useful in an operational environment. The 

field of computer technology is one in which the U.S. is 

likely to maintain a substantial lead during the period 

studied, and it is essential that this lead be exploited. 

^hOIihEMS RELATING TO NAVAL TECHNOLOGY IN THE 

FRAME are not those of invention but those 

OF ADOPTION. 

In surveying the available technology and forecasts 

for the future, it becomes obvious that present-day technology 

is not being adopted rapidly enough in naval hardware and 

naval operations. There is already more available than we 

can afford to buy. But technology is likely to continue its 

advance, whether supported by the Navy or not, and the prospect 

for the future is an ever-widening gap between available 
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technology and technology of the fleet. If. is hard to argue 

with success, and the Navy has been successful in the past; 

but as the Navy enters a new era of international relations 

comLinee, with a rapidly changing technological environment, 

traditional doctrine seems less relevant and traditional 

approaches to technology less likely to assure military 

superiority. 

- ^-J^^^AÇI^O^jjCHNOLOGjcAL CHANGE EMPHASIZES 

------.£0]1.A NAVAL STRATEGY OF TECHNOT.ncv. 

The Navy will have to develop a strategy to manage 

nolo., change m order to keep from being overwhelmed 

^ it. a key feature in developing such a strategy is the 

emphasis on greater involvement of Naval officers in 

technology to accomplish the main tasks which are; 

Minimising the eff(5ct of technological surprise 

from outside the U.S. 

^ Taking an activist role in joint R&D projects. 

Minimi;:ing the tendency to over-design hardware 

and overspecify military requirements. 

4’ DeSignLng systen,s which are leas labor intensive. 

5. Developing the full potential of computers to 

augment human intellect in naval applications. 

b' J?erf0rming missi^ analyses for proposed systems. 



7. Planning for obsolescence and seeking systems 

° maX” SalVage V£llue which «re flexible enough for 

lofit with the latest advances in technology. 

Bringing politico-military considerations to 
bear on weapons K&D. 

,., .. Z" SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT MUg 
decreasimg time 

bl.’C-ISIOMS. ' ~ 

Surveillance and conm.and data flow from sensor to 

aemands of a rapicUy changing naval environment in which 

^ LSG °f ir,Creasing segments of the electromagnetic 

SP:Ctr,W Can be antiCÍPated* —Uite sensor and con.uni- 
c.itior technology will be 

maLLeis of Priority to meet the 
poUnixcl multi threat demands of the 1980s. 

.. Sl’”Chr”0llS »trtUtt, ana Bpacs ^ 

.., r rsdrometry are two examples of the technology that 

antlCÍPated 8UrVeillance and —and requirements. 

— SU^il;l— — options which will be open 

---any 1980s include sesmic, acoustic, magnetic, electro 

OPtlCal/ and Ínfrared technology. Regardless of 

J diSCretG teChn01^ ^ta acquisition and 

semination m the 1980s must cJiarmel through mutually 

supporting surveil 1 .. 
alance and command systems. 
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itv ^a«n» ®» WM V 

S^Ii^i^lJ^-^gMENT ARE PRE-DETERMINED COMMAND ,\ND 

- ~-L- ü T S P YEP PROMINENTLY IN COMMAND 

AND CONTROL CENTERS , 

ThQ method of communicating Rules of Engagement, i.e., 

the prirted pacJe i" Operations Orders, rema .ns inconsistent 

with display method:, for other Command and Control data.. 

Ihis is but one example of different perspectives which must 

be ^ppj. j ed to Command informativ, -he var.ety of challenges 

wluch the Navy will face in the future are and will continue 

to be numerous, proved display of actions expected of 

commanders, and rap,A display oF modifications to required 

a or ion.- will enjidnoe, the ability of commanders to cope With 

the future política and milita -y confrontations. 

g^E^^N^jjLÇQMl'IAND, CONTRO.,, AND COMMUNICATIONS 

- iMLiU2£££Íl£ ^„LIMITS OF FLEET RES.^ONSE TO MTT.rmAr?v 

r¿._Pp.b .i 'i'i’CAt, THREA-/S . 

vhe 51?,e, v/eight, and cost of Command and Control 

Systems will decrease in the 19>5-1985 period. Simultaneously, 

sor two.i e. technology will increase in the number of problems, 

ccsf and complexity Mid 1980 Command and Control Systems 

clud_ on line, near real time data processing, mean 

fin^ between, failure (MTBt) will be reduced by an order of 

magnitude, and tactical communications satellites will provide 

.-he. centra] i>uj. Idincy block, for command, control and communi- 

CaUons capabilities. The C3 systems that are developed with 
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the above technology must diffuse the natural boundaries 

inhibiting operations among naval air, surface, and sub¬ 

surface forces, and will be directed to support the functional 

requirements of war at sea. The penalty for developing 

discrete Command and Control Systems in support of individual 

weapons systems will be paid in the limitations of integrated 

fleet operations. Accordingly, future design requirements 

lor coiwnunications links should be established by Command 

and Central personnel v/ith the broadest perspective of 

military and political threats facing the Navy. 
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EPILOG 

The following questions which occurred to the 

researchers during the course of their study are suggested 

as areas for follow-on investigation; many of the questions 

are in fact variables, which if changed from the condition of 

mulripolarity, would do a change in model and thus to a new 

scenario, 

1; i£ GormanY is unified at the price of the withdrawal 
oL Germany from NATO and from the Common Market? 

-i ^. Whal. 11 the United States suffers a humiliating experience 
Vxa a furure Cuban missile type situation during which the 
united^States is shown to be inferior to the Soviet Union 
(or China?) in the critical weapon systems? 

W'.nt if a Sino-Soviet War breaks out? ^Vhat if one of the 
paic.i.es is et reo n vo ly removed from the international power 
equation by that war? 

f ' Tf China 03*'upts in internal difficulties and disin¬ 
tegrate? into several competing political units? 

?" what if thr- 9ap between the rich and the poor nations 
oecomes so great that China can i>ecome a real leader of the 
underdeveloped world and confronts the "North“ with a bitter 
South"? 

6. Will Japau negotiate oil agreements with the USSR and 
political agreements with China in the 1975-85 time frame? 
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7- wil1 Europe * s economic advance and psychological sense 
of do henie collapse as a result of inability to develop a 
closer political sense if not unity or as a result of con¬ 
flict over the role and influence of the multinational 
corporation or the development of technological impact? 

b. Will the Soviet Union in the face of societal change and 
despite internal and external misgivings find itself eco¬ 
nomically and socially incapable of mounting large overseas 
adventures? 

I; Will the military alliance system fall into disrepair due 
I.« conMicting triangular interests and competing political 
and economic concerns? In its stead will loose but effective 
g roup j rig s emerge? 

10.. Will unilateral but not total disarmament occur as a 
.».•¡suit ol a "po Litj cai" breakthrough in American populist 
Lnxnxmg and future electoral success? 

lU WlIj. a gap develop in fiscal and economic differential 
tinning between the United States and the USSR? U.S. defense 
budgets may become severely constrained in the 70s due to 
reassessment of national priorities and efforts at solutions, 
v/i^l this phenomenon find a Soviet counterpart in the 80s? 

12. What effect wifi the shift in the United States from the 
manual .Laborer to the knowledge worker have on the future of 
warfare? Will advantages accrue to the labor-intensive ships 
of the lesser developed countries, including the USSR, to off¬ 
set the advantages of mechanization? A breakthrough permittinc 
the jamming of electronically controlled equipment at its 
power source poses a substantial potential threat. 
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13 o Wha! 
decision .makers 
availability of 
their use? 

VaiLfL^33^11^68 °f ^reakthrough enabling ma^crfa to díaost and ^n-irvw i-k^ _• , _ y to 
the enjoy the immediate and constant 

reams of learned material available for 

Uin °f thG age groupings of the 
14. Will shifts in 

"he^iK^rjeci1^ í»^i& « instability? Ho„ „in 
size'blend with the t?ad-i t?o ? Af"erest 9rouPs of increasing 
drawn together into the wor^force^68 °f conservatisin when 

J ' tearo9,p V1 d-i 90alf SUCh as "2ero Population growth" 
ar aiid discontent caused by the expanding concern 

ore direct and 1 mm<nri •! =J 4-Ö 

15. W, 
3v£>s uaye 
for ecology or will^danands^f-lrUi>ea ^.tnR expanding cone 

«*uOriA«.’‘íü0írrUS^S*direct and im,neaiate 

16. Wha 
•rs 

values? «.i-s M,äaractMlstics o£ are its institutional 

of the mQinbersXof"the0Un^tcde^t°iïc wnd socfal. characteristics 
institutional valu, 1 nf tîf Jf?Vy co:Lncide with the 
'"h“‘.recteristies of -he societ”’7? Tq1^ Pefsonal and social 

^ oocietji ? Is the Navy in tune with the times? 

x ^n vvir jj v;hci f trend V. 
membership associatn? 
tc discourage? 

in 
What 

societal values does the Navy and its 
at; trends would it like to Pn™„v =_ encourage, 

and bSSucrSyf í«Íl“L"ní-dj-0“ fr°” i«“« «ntwU«*«, 
croate ¿i scare! tv of LUL s??c:Lal:L2ed Professionali, 

talents be recognised “as" the^constríct^of still1^ th"0^91 profession? ,LL1G1:53 or still another 
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2<?- .. If ^he officer and enlisted structure of the armed forces 
O OSO J. 0 CG * 

21: io what extent can the military align itself with the 
interests and goals of the private and other public sectors 
ot society to enhance its position as defender of national 
security and as a useful instrument of society? 

ÍÍ^JthaÍ'-l?SSOn* can be learne¿1 from the Canadian unification 
ei_ort which appry to possible unification of the U.S. Armed 

bv^bude r.i- Armed Forces to be made necessary ^ _ ---- j i rr o 

)vuolie demand, efficiency and lowered priorities? 
1.-- it a sensible solution for America of the 1980 ^2 

2d. 
as sum* 

>J'°extent, is it feasible for subsurface vessels to 
3‘fit.sions presently assioned to surf ao» troce^i ^ ntly assigned to surface vessels? 

24.. What are the implications for the Navy of the worldwide 
energy and natural resource projections for the future? What 

/V ^ 1C' precise function oi the Navy in developing and 
• ■ 1 on h me*‘i - -i /••« -i »-i 4 .-, .n __i_• . *• 3 pro Leeting American interests in ocean resources? 

t"5.'’ •r:: really facing an energy crisis in the near 
ru Lure 

21, 

.... fho“Id U*s’ defense procurement policies be changed 
o c.o>. pi Lo the corporate and technological environments of 
Lae rutare? 

the Kavy afford what it envisions itself to be in 
the 1^8j s? Indeed,, what does the Navy envision itself to be? 
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28. What is 
What arc the 

i;iio Likely trend of the Navy budget through 1985? 
circumstances which will dis 

What will be the effect of such disruption 
Wavy do with vnore/less money? 

rupt this trend? 
and what would the 

t ' wliat HOrt Public service roles will enhance the image 
or the Navy without degrading its primary mission of military 
defense? 

--.0, Whav. will be the U.S. dependence on international trade 
and resources needed for the production of military equipment? 
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